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1.Introduction

   

I resigned from the S.A.P.S. on the 1st of June 2005 
to fulfill my ambitions of owning my own business, 
being Wadeville Secure.   

I decided to compile this guide due to the fact that in 
my private capacity I am still experiencing the 
effects of hijackings and car thefts: a relative s 
vehicle stolen at my premises, my neighbour s son 
hijacked, my General Manager s company vehicle 
and several other situations in the area where I live.   

About another : The person I refer to was arrested 
for a hijacking committed during 2001, for which he 
was acquitted. This person has a five-year-old son, 
who relies on his father as any other child does, 
hence the reason for him wishing to change his 
ways.   

Another supplied me with information he had 
experienced and seen whilst living in townships.   

This guide reflects my personal opinions and 
experiences as well as those of another .       



                  

2. How not to become a victim

   

1.   Traveling in your vehicle: Be alert of your 
surroundings, hijackers are always aware of 
the victims they target. A person talking on a 
cellphone will not be aware of a vehicle 
following him/her, or of the person/s in the 
close vicinity of his/her house.   

What to do: When spotting a suspicious 
vehicle, try to maintain eye contact with the 
suspects, your awareness of them will motivate 
them to move to another area.   

2.   High risk times: The following times were 
identified as times to be extremely alert:  

·      Mornings: {06:30-08:00}: People are not 
alert when rushing to work or taking the 
children to school. 

·      Evenings: {19:00-21:00} Supper and TV 
times : Same as above, these times are 
preferred by suspects, because a large 
majority of people are distracted by 
watching television for example. 



  
3.   Distractions: The following can and should be 

avoided:  
·      Cell phones: Answering or making calls. 

The only call you should make should be 
to someone at home informing him or her 
that you are almost at home. The person/s 
should be requested to open the gates, 
switch on external lights and to check your 
surrounding areas for suspicious vehicles 
and/or persons. 

·      Car radios: I suggest that you switch the 
car radio off, at least one or two kilometers 
from your destination.          

3 What to do / not to do during a 
hijacking:

   

·      Do not scream, screaming will only 
aggravate                 

hijackers, as they are  also nervous and 
tense during hijackings. 

·      Listen to the instructions that your 
attackers are giving you; these should be 
followed to the letter.  

·      Do not try to hide valuable or sentimental 
items, any suspicious movements could 
result in injury or even worse. 



·        Do not make any sudden movements, the 
professional hijacker would instruct you 

on what to do, if not request in a polite, 
calm manner what he/they expect of you. 

·      Do not throw the vehicle keys away, you 
could be assaulted or shot for this reckless 
action. 

·      Do not try to apprehend these suspects; 
should a neighbour, friend or relative 
decide to chase after the suspects, they 
should do it at a safe distance whilst 
informing the relative authorities {S.A.P.S. 
or tracking company}. Suspects who are 
aware that they are being followed could 
stop and shoot at the persons following 
them. 

·      Car chases by persons not trained / 
experienced in the art of high speed 
pursuits could result in serious collisions.  

·      Do not stare at the suspects; the person/s 
may think that you are trying to remember 
their facial features in order to assist the 
authorities in identifying them at a later 
stage.   

4.How vehicles are targeted.

 

Buyers : Vehicles are hijacked on request from a 
certain buyer. Buyers are classified according to 
the use they have for the vehicle.   

1.   Parts:

 

Individual use: A person would require a 
specific vehicle to repair a legal {straight} 
vehicle he owns or has been requested to 



repair. This buyer does not form part of a 
syndicate and could be considered an 
opportunist. 

2.   Vehicle duplication: These buyers are better 
organized and order vehicles to replace 
accident-damaged vehicles legally acquired. 
Vehicles are bought at auction or from dealers.   

A similar vehicle is then ordered after which the 
hijacked vehicles details are changed and 
replaced with the accident damaged vehicles 
details, those being legitimate. 

3.   . Scrap yards and Panelbeaters: These 
persons order vehicles/parts, for the sole 
purpose of repairing an accident-damaged 
vehicle or to sell the parts as spare parts for the 
repair of accident damaged vehicles. 

4.   Resale: Vehicles are hijacked for the purpose 
of making them straight , meaning that the 
vehicles identification numbers are changed in 
such a manner that if inspected the vehicle 
appears to be legitimate. These vehicles are 
then sold to individuals by means of ads in the 
printed media or at dealerships. 

5.   Cash in transit {CIT}: Certain CIT syndicates 
order vehicles to be used for CIT robberies 
from hijacking syndicates or from buyers. 
These vehicles could be performance vehicles 
{luxury}, LDV s or trucks. 

6.   Vehicle prices: Double cab: R10 000.00, 
Single cab: R5000.00  R7000.00, Sedan 
vehicles: R2000.00-R4000.00, Luxury sedans: 
R5000.00-R7000.00, Microbuses: R10000.00 



    
5.The Hijacking

   
1.Vehicles used:

  

Suspects make use of legal { straight 
vehicles}, should the need arise they would hire 
a vehicle and driver from a  person/s that 
specialize in this service.   

The ideal vehicle to use is a performance 
vehicle that does not appear as such, but has 
the required performance if required.   

I know of a syndicate that used a high 
performance four-wheel drive vehicle, to hijack 
similar vehicles.   

2. Locating the ordered vehicle:

 

Hijackers would patrol pre-determined areas to 
look for a specific vehicle; syndicates ranging in 
groups of three to four would casually drive 
around. Two of the suspects would lay flat on 
the back seat as not to attract attention.   

Three or more persons driving around would 
attract the attention of law enforcement 
officials, as most hijacking and groups 
consisting of more than two people commit 
similar crimes.   



As soon as the targeted vehicle is identified, 
the suspects follow the targeted vehicle from 
a distance.    

As soon as the vehicle stops, the hijackers 
would stop at a near distance from the 
targeted vehicle with their vehicle s lights 
switched off.   

3.At the victim s vehicle:

  

The suspects would then approach the vehicle 
as follows:  

·      One or two occupants in it: Two suspects 
·      Three or more occupants: Three suspects   

·       A suspect would approach the victim and 
order him/her to stay in the vehicle; a second 
and possibly a third person would take up 
positions behind the vehicle and at the 
passenger side of the vehicle.   

·       The victim/s would then be ordered out of the 
vehicle and searched for cash, wallets and 
cellphones, or other valuables.   

·       The suspects may instruct the victims to lie 
on the ground. If not, the victim/s should 
attempt to move away from both the vehicle 
and suspects as slowly and calmly as 
possible.   

·       Vehicles would be hijacked in driveways, 
before the occupant/s enter the premises or 



whilst waiting for the gates to open or be 
opened.   

4.   Children in vehicles: Hijackers sell vehicles 
and not children; as such they normally give 
you the opportunity to take your children.    

The ideal situation would be to have smaller 
children sit behind the driver, in order to reduce 
the time required to get to the door and to 
remove the child. 
           
It is important for the driver to keep calm, as 
this has an effect on how children react.   

·       All instructions given by the hijackers should 
be followed to the letter. Never argue with a 
suspect or feel that you could persuade 
him/her not to take your vehicle.   

5.   Firearms: I personally never carry a firearm 
when traveling with my family, I feel that if you 
decide to defend yourself in a hijacking or 
similar situation be prepared for what the 
outcome may be. I attended numerous scenes 
where a vehicle and a firearm were robbed.   

     The majority of hijacking victims admit to the 
fact that they never saw the suspects or their 
vehicle/s.    

Be alert and not a victim.    



6. Suggestions:

   
1.    Neighborly cooperation:  I suggest that 

neighbours should, if possible leave for work 
and arrive home at the same times. There is 
safety in numbers.  

2.   Know your environment:  Be observant of 
the following: Persons staying in your area, the 
vehicles they drive, the vehicles driven by their 
visitors, the times they leave for work and 
return home etc. 

3.     Satellite tracking: Whilst serving with the 
S.A.P.S. I made numerous recoveries of stolen 
and hijacked vehicles, as well as arrests for the 
same offences.   

I actively promote to all my friends and family 
that they should install tracking devices as this 
definitely assists the authorities and recovery 
companies to recover vehicles and arrests 
suspects involved in crimes.   

7.The Hijacking rehabilitation  
initiative:

   

I am investigating the possibility of 
establishing a fund or perhaps a section 21 
company that would be used to :   

1.    Give hijackers the opportunity to change 
their personal circumstances by offering 
them scholarships and / or suitable work.  



My thinking and experience with suspects 
are that a large number of them are 
pleasant, intelligent people that would 
change their ways if the opportunity arose. 

2.    Rehabilitation would reduce the number of 
hijackings committed as crimes are directly 
attributed to a means of living.  

3.    The fund could also assist victims of 
hijackings in the form of hijacking 
awareness {avoidance} guidance or 
psychological treatment for victims that 
have Post Traumatic stress.   

Funds would be generated by means of 
hijacking awareness talks and a possible 
hijacking awareness DVD. 
For more information on this subject please 
feel free to contact me on:    

{011} 824-0707, wadesecure@xsinet.co.za 
or visit our website on 

www.wadevillesecure.co.za 

http://www.wadevillesecure.co.za

